ABSTRACT. A highly interactive, user-friendly object-oriented software package written in LispStat is introduced that performs simple and multiple correspondence analysis, and profile analysis. These three techniques are integrated into a single environment driven by a user-friendly graphical interface that takes advantage of Lisp-Stat's advanced graphical capabilities. Techniques that assess the stability of the solution are also introduced. Some of the features of the package include colored graphics, incremental graph zooming capabilities, manual point separation to determine identities of overlapping points, and stability and fit measures. The features of the package are used to show some interesting trends in a large educational dataset.
Introduction
Exploratory data analytic techniques have become increasingly popular over the last decade. One of the main reasons for their popularity is that they are primarily intended to reveal features in the data, by producing low dimensional maps in order to summarize the data, rather than to test hypotheses about the underlying mechanism that generated the data. This practice is particularly suitable for various fields in the social and biological sciences, where data practitioners are confronted by large data sets, especially in terms of the number of variables involved, and therefore a specific model is hard to postulate. However, most implementations of these techniques have followed the example of other classical statistical methods, with lots of printed output, a few low quality static graphs, and a batch processing mode. Obviously such programs are unsuitable for these techniques that by nature require a high degree of interaction between the analyst and the data , and also heavily depend on high quality graphical displays. Recent advances in computer technology (dynamic real time graphics, menu driven programs, etc) have made possible a shift in the development of statistical software towards truly interactive and dynamic environments. In this paper we integrate three exploratory data analytic methods suitable for categorical data, namely correspondence analysis of contingency tables, multiple correspondence analysis and analysis of profiles into a program written in the Lisp-Stat language [27] that offers the user a high degree of interaction with the data, high quality dynamic graphics, and the capability of assessing the stability of the derived maps. The latter is usually an integral part of exploratory data analysis, since the data analyst has to examine whether the discovered patterns are real or merely due to chance.
A Brief Account of Correspondence Analysis
Correspondence analysis (CA) is an exploratory multivariate technique that converts frequency table data into graphical displays in which the rows and the columns of the table are depicted as points. Mathematically, CA decomposes the 2 -measure of association of the table into components in a manner similar to that of principal component analysis for continuous data.
In CA no model is introduced, and no assumptions about the underlying stochastic mechanism that generated the data at hand are made, contrary to the approach taken in loglinear analysis [2] , one of the most frequently used alternatives for the analysis of multivariate categorical data. The primary interest in CA is in the presentation of the structure of the observed data. This rationale has been developed into an official principle by Benz ecri and his co-workers [1] . CA can be traced back in the work of Hirschfeld [14] , although some of the basic ideas can be found in the work of Pearson and his debate with Yule [5] . It has been rediscovered in various forms and in different contexts in the work of Fisher [7] , Guttman [12] , Hayashi [13] and especially Benz ecri who paid special attention to the geometric form of the method. Extensive accounts of the history of the technique and its similarities and differences with other methods such as dual scaling, simultaneous linear regressions, and canonical correlation are provided in the books by Nishisato [19] and Greenacre [9] .
We can distinguish between simple CA (CA of contingency tables) and multiple CA, a generalization of CA designed to handle more than two categorical variables.
2.1. Simple Correspondence Analysis. Let F be an I J contingency table, whose entries F(i; j) 1 give the frequency with which row category i occurs together with column category j. Let r = Fu denote the vector of row marginals, c = F 0 u the vector of column marginals and N = u 0 c = u 0 r the total number of observations, where u is the unit vector. Let D r = diag (r) denote the diagonal matrix containing the elements of vector r and D c = diag (c) the diagonal matrix containing the elements of vector c.
Correspondence analysis is a technique with which it is possible to find a multidimensional representation of the dependencies between the rows and the columns of F. We can calculate the so-called 2 -distances between rows, as well as between columns. The 2 -distance between rows i and i 0 of table F is given by Formula (2.1) shows that 2 (i; i 0 ) is a measure for the difference between the profiles of rows i and i 0 . Whenever rows i and i 0 have the same profile 2 (i; i 0 ) = 0. The difference between profiles i and i 0 for column j is divided by c(j), thus giving less influence to points for column categories that have large marginals. The configuration of I row points is located in a Euclidean space of dimension I ? 1. In that space, coordinates X can be found so that 2 (i; i 0 ) would be the same as the squared Euclidean distance between rows i and i 0 of X. The profile of column marginals c(j), being the mean row profile, is the weighted average of the row points, where the row marginals are used as weights, and is located in the origin of the space. The 2 -distance concept can be used in interpreting the configuration of points. It tells us that when two rows are close together, their profiles must be similar and moreover they should be related in a similar manner to the columns. On the other hand, whenever two rows are far apart, they are related in different ways to the columns. When a row point is near the center of the X space, its profile is similar to the profile of column marginals c(j). Finally, when two row points are in opposite directions from the center, they deviate in opposite ways from the profile of column marginals [11] .
We would like to associate the configuration X with the matrix F. Define E = rc 0 =N. Note that the elements of E have the form E(i; j) = r(i)c(j)=N. We consider the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix D ?1=2 
Relations (2.7) and (2.8) are known as the transition formulae and can be used to interpret distances between row and column points. When a row profile is equal to the average row profile, the first relation shows that the row point will be at the weighted average of the columns, i.e. the origin of the X space, and similarly for the column points. When for some column j the row profile value F(i; j)=r(i) is larger than the average c(j), the column will attract the row point in its direction.
Regarding plotting the results, there are the following choices.
(I) Plot the pair (X; Y ), which shows that the row points are in the center of gravity of column points.
(II) Plot the pair (X;Ỹ ), which shows that the column points are in the center of gravity of row points.
(III) Plot the pair (X;Ỹ ). ).
The last two options abandon the centroid principle present in the first two options. However, usingX as row scores (orỸ as column scores), distances between row points are equivalent to 2 -distances (similarly for column points). For this reason the third option that treats rows and columns symmetrically is used most frequently in the French literature [11] . These options are illustrated using Fisher's eye and hair color example [7] (for a description of this data set see Appendix A). It is worth observing that options (III) and (IV) produce identical arrangements of the points, and they are rescaled versions of each other, as expected. simple CA to the matrixF , which is similar to homogeneity analysis [8] . However, the advantage of this technique is that CA is performed on a small matrix (q presumably is much smaller than N) and by using an explicit SVD decomposition we can look at the full solution, instead of the first p while the solution for the objects by
However, since we are only interested in plotting unique profiles, we can set X = I p (G 0 p G p ) ?1=2 K ? . This technique computes object coordinates, thus allowing the user to examine interactions between specific profiles that might be of special interest to him.
Remark 2.2. The Common SVD.
It is seen that at the heart of each of these three techniques lies the solution of a SVD problem, which implies that for their implementation a single computational routine is needed. The rest of the program contains input-output routines, such as reading the data and creating the appropriate data matrices, plotting and formatting the results.
Stability Issues
All three techniques discussed in this paper (CA, MCA and ANAPROF) are primarily data analytic techniques. However, when examining the graphical displays produced by the program the user is usually confronted with the following question: "Are the patterns in the plots real, or merely chance effects?" This question leads directly to the issue of "stability" of the results and their "significance" in some statistical sense. The question of stability seems to be particularly relevant when the data arise from some well defined random sampling scheme, or in other words when it can be safely assessed that the data are a representative "image" of an underlying population.
However, this ideal situation, on which most conventional statistical inference is based, occurs rather infrequently and many data sets are collected in a deliberate nonrandom fashion.
The previous observation leads to the notions of external and internal stability. External stability refers to the conventional notions of statistical significance and confidence. In the conventional statistical framework, the aim of the analysis is to get a picture of the empirical world and the question is to what extent the results do indeed reflect the real population values. In other words, the results of any of the techniques discussed here are externally stable in case any other sample from the same population produces roughly the same results (e.g. singular values, row and column profiles, etc.). Internal stability deals with the specific data set at hand. An internally stable solution implies that the derived results give a good summary of that specific data set. In this case, we are not interested in population values, because we might not know either the population from which the data set was drawn or the sampling mechanism; in the latter case, we might be dealing with a sample of convenience. Possible sources of instability in a particular data set are outlying observations or categories that have a large influence on the results. Internal stability can be thought of as a form of robustness. An extensive discussion of these two notions and their implications in data analysis can be found in Michailidis and de Leeuw [17] and in the numerous references cited there.
In order to assess the stability of the techniques we resort to the nonparametric approach of bootstrapping, that is suited for both external and internal stability. The bootstrap relies on a "new" fictitious perturbed sample created by resampling with replacement from the data set (sample) at hand. So, we attempt to assess stability by examining what would have happened if a truly "new" sample was drawn from the underlying population. In the case of internal stability, bootstrapping can be thought of as a form of data based perturbation analysis. In the remainder of this section we present the appropriate method of bootstrapping for each of the three techniques. We also present some analytical results for the singular values from simple CA (based on perturbation results for eigenvalues [15] ).
3.1. CA. In this case, the information contained in the original data set has been collapsed to the observed contingency table. Thus, a moment of reflection shows that bootstrapping in this setting is equivalent to simulating data from a multinomial with sample size N and cell probabilities given by the observed proportions (the elements of the matrix F=N). The algorithm employed in the program can be found in [6] .
When distributing N throughout the contingency table, the possibility arises that the sum of an entire row or column is 0. This is likely to occur when the original contingency table has rows or columns with fairly low marginals. To avoid problems arising when computing D r or D c , generalized inverses are used. The result is that the mass assigned to a particular row or column with zero marginal is zero. Counts of the number of times each row or column has zero marginals during the bootstrap iterations is provided as output and rows or columns that frequently are entirely zero are likely to have rather unstable solutions.
3.2. MCA and ANAPROF. We briefly outline the method in a general context (for a comprehensive account see also [28] G and S.
Consider a probability distribution P on S. Since the space S is finite, P corresponds to a vector of proportions p = fp h g with Ph =1 p h = 1. In the present framework, it is not difficult to see that each observed superindicator matrix G corresponds to a realization of the random variable that has a multinomial distribution with parameters (N; p). The output of the techniques can be thought of as functions ( ). From a specific data set of size N we can draw N N sets also of size N, with replacement. In the present context, each subset corresponds to a matrix G S . The basic idea behind bootstrapping techniques is that we might as well have observed any matrix G S of dimension N `consisting of the same rows, but in different frequencies, than the one we observed in our original sample. So, we could have observed a superindicator matrix G m , associated with a vector of proportions p m , which is a perturbed version of . The output of our techniques would then naturally be a function (p m ). Suppose that we have a sequence of p m 's and thus of functions (p m ). Then, under some mild regularity conditions on the (:) it can be shown that (p m ) is a consistent estimator of ( ) and that P ( (p m ) zjp m ) is a consistent estimator of P( (p) zjp) [24] , where P denotes the conditional probability given p m . The previous discussion indicates that the appropriate way to bootstrap in MCA and ANAPROF is to sample objects with replacement, or in other words, sample rows of the data matrix.
However, in many occasions this approach may lead to the following problem. If the frequency of a profile is low in the original data set, then there is the possibility of not appearing in the bootstrap indicator matrix G m . In this case some categories will be absent from the m th bootstrap replication. In MCA, the problem of categories with zero marginals is treated identically as it is in simple CA. Generalized inverses are used in the computation of D, the diagonal matrix of column marginals of the super indicator matrix G. is formed first. However, F; r; c; D r ; D c are computed only from the submatrix of the contingency table that contains the subset of active rows and columns (the rows and columns that the user has requested; see also Remark 2.1). At this point it must be checked whether any zero marginals for rows or columns is produced from this active subset of the contingency table. Although for small to medium sizes r and c (e.g. no more than 10 categories) the formation and multiplication of the diagonal matrices D r and D c does not constitute a large computational burden, the process occurs many more times than just in the formation of (4.1). Diagonal matrix multiplication is therefore carried out by vectorizing the multiplication operation, or breaking apart the matrix to be multiplied and performing separate vector multiplications on each row (or column). For example, to form D ?1=2 r (F ? rc 0 ) one would break the matrix F ? rc 0 into its rows and multiply these rows by the diagonal elements of D ?1=2 r . Passive row and column coordinates are computed from the row and column solutions obtained from using the active rows and columns points. These points are found by projecting the passive row and column profiles onto the respective row and column solution space.
Let Sq ] denote the elementwise squaring of the elements of the matrix argument and diag ( ) a diagonal matrix with the vector argument on the diagonal with zeros elsewhere. Let K i be the i th row of K, and L i the i th row of L. The following statistics are also printed. For a given principal axis and point, the partial inertia contribution is defined to be the squared length of the projection of the point onto the principal axis. These are defined only for the active points. For a given principal axis and point, the squared cosine is the proportion of the distance from the point to the centroid of the cloud taken up by the length of the squared projection of the point onto the axis. These are computed for the active as well the passive row and column points.
ANAPROF.
Aside from the computation of the appropriate SVD, the main computational burden of ANAPROF is in the reading in of the data and the simultaneous formation of the matrices S and G 0 p G p . This is done when the data file is first specified. If some of the variables in the data set are to be treated as passive, the data set must be re-read from the data file. This was found to be more efficient than routines to reduce (expand) the profile matrix and profile counts based on the columns to be treated as passive (not passive). Once the data has been read, the following singular value decomposition can be performed
where D is the diagonal matrix of the column marginals of F = G 0 p G p S. Again, diagonal matrices are stored as lists and products of full matrices with diagonal matrices are performed by breaking the full matrix into its rows (or columns) and multiplying these rows (or columns) by the appropriate diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix. For plotting, we are only interested in unique profiles; hence, we set X = I p (G 0 p G p ) ?1=2 K . Figure (4.1) shows the inheritance tree for the program. The structure of many of these prototypes are similar to those used in ( [4] ). As the types of operations (numerical and data manipulation) performed, the types of plots available, the similarity of the desired type of interactiveness of the plots, and the types of output are somewhat similar for all three analyses, it was decided that one program that encompasses all three would be more efficient than three separate non-interacting programs. To implement this idea, a single parent prototype anacor-proto, was created which holds all information involving the data and the computed solution for all three techniques. This parent prototype also controls the computational aspects of the analysis. The three major groups of prototypes used in the accompanying program are the anacor-proto parent prototype, the dialog prototypes, and the plotting prototypes. Dialog prototypes are efficient due to their ability to move between types of analyses and to reduce the amount of code produced by consolidating similarities in output functions, types of plots available, and similarities in dialog functions such as reading a new file or requesting a plot. The plotting prototypes take advantage of Lisp-Stat's interactive environment, especially the availability of mouse modes for manipulating the contents of a plot.
Plotting is controlled and routed by the plot-route-proto prototype. Each specific type of plot is managed by its own prototype which initializes, fills, and stores the plot. Creating a separate type of plot only requires the creation of a new managing prototype. The methods required are :isnew, :make-points, :make-point-labels, :init-selected-points, and :make-lines. Each plot is created as an instance of either the anacor-2d-plot-proto or the anacor-3d-plot-proto depending on the requested dimensionality of the solution.
The true interactive nature of the program can be found in the dialog and zooming prototypes. Due to the fact that the techniques require different types of data input, additional options, and types of output, different dialogs were implemented. It is possible, however, to switch between different types of analyses by pressing the New Data File button in each main data dialog.
Zooming is performed through the zoom-proto prototype. This prototype is a descendant of the graph-overlay-proto prototype and controls the mouse interaction with the plot. Three mouse modes are available within the zoom-proto prototype and these mouse modes are accessed by mouse clicks in the appropriate locations in the plots margin. The mouse mode 'newselecting is used to override the standard 'selecting mouse mode in order to capture mouse clicks that fall outside of the plot margin. This mode is accessed by clicking inside the box marked Selecting in the plots margin. Selection of points may be performed at any state of zooming. To keep points that are currently selected, whether they are showing or not, the shift key should be held down while drawing a box around the desired points.
The ability to zoom in on points has been found to be very useful, not only for examining the solution of an ANAPROF or CA analysis, but for any plot that contains a cloud of points and where it of interest to distinguish these points from each other. A version of the type of zooming implemented here, but with fewer features, is also used in the companion paper ( [4] ). Due to its usefulness, it is available as a separate module which can be used on any Lisp-Stat plot by a simple :add-overlay call. The mouse mode 'zoom may be selected by clicking in the square next to the symbol "+" in the plots margin. Zooming may be performed any number of times, and the process of "stepping out" of the zoom may be carried out by clicking in the square next to the symbol "-" in the plots margin. "Stepping Out" of a zoom refers to returning to the previous zoomed state. For example, one may select a set of points to be zoomed in on and then select a subset of these zoomed points to be zoomed in on again. If the box next to the "-" symbol is pressed the plot is returned from the "zoomed-zoomed" state to the "zoomed" state. Zooming out completely is accomplished by clicking in the square next to Out in the plots margin.
A common problem with Lisp-Stat plots is that points that are plotted directly on top of each other are not distinguishable; their labels overlap, thus making them unreadable. This can occur in an ANACOR analysis when two rows or columns have exactly the same profile. This problem is solved by the mouse mode sep. When the square next to Expand is selected, a box may be drawn around overlapping points. When the mouse is released, these points are centered in the plot and are expanded (contracted) radially outward from each other by clicking on the up (down) arrow symbols in the plots margin.
Using the Package.
The flow and use of the program is very similar to [4] . Data needs to be stored in a white space (space or tab) delimited file. For simple, the data needs to be in the form of a contingency table, for ANAPROF and MCA the data matrix need be stored as itself. Missing values are not allowed in any of the analyses but are planned for future upgrades of the program. As an example, consider the Fisher eye/hair color data set. The initial process of loading the data set can be seen in Figure 4 .2.
Once the data is loaded, the dialog in Figure 4 .3 appears. At this point, filenames for row status and column status files describing the active or passive state of rows or columns may be provided. These files need to be white space delimited files containing 0's and 1's. The length of the row status file should be in accord with the number of rows in the data set, and analogously for the columns status file. A 1 corresponds to a row/column being treated as active and a 0 corresponds to a row/column being treated as passive. MCA of the Burt Matrix only requires a column status file with the number of entries equal to the number of columns in the data set, since the symmetric Burt matrix is analyzed. ANAPROF also only requires a column status file. These status files are optional and if not provided, the program will treat all rows and columns as active.
At this point, either just the solution may be computed or bootstrapping may be performed. If bootstrapping is chosen, the number of bootstrap iterations is requested in a dialog. Once the solution is computed, the user may plot various aspects of the solution or request printed output of the solution. For simple CA, the plots available can be seen in Figure 4 .4 and the output options in It can be seen why normalization (III) and (IV) in CA and MCA on the Burt table do not suffer from rotational invariance, by noticing that no such orthogonal R exists that simultaneously satisfies the required normalization on the solution.
Comparisons to Other Programs
Most commercial software packages contain a procedure that performs CA and MCA -PROC CORRESP in SAS, program CA in BMDP, program ANACOR in SPSS [25, 3, 26] . Our program is very close to the commercial ones in terms of the output produced and the options offered (active and passive categories, partial inertias, squared cosines). The main advantage of the commercial programs is that they come with all of the data manipulation functions that are part of a general statistical package. The main advantage of this program is that it is menu driven, offers high quality dynamic graphic capabilities (rotation of the plots, zoom-in-zoom-out options, selection of points), and performs stability analysis. In summary, it utilizes all the recent advances in computer technology and is written taking into consideration the modern practice of exploratory data analysis. Finally, it is an open platform, so that users can add modules suitable to their particular needs.
6. Applications 6.1. CA Application. The data in this example comes from the NELS:88 data set (for other applications that used the NELS:88 data set see [4, 18, 16] . A brief description of the variables is given in Appendix B.
Rows and columns are treated symmetrically through the use of normalization III, so that distances between rows and distances between columns are approximately 2 distributed. Figure  6 .1 shows the first two dimensions of the solution. The rows (F1S48A variable; how far the father wants the student to go in school) and columns (F1S53B variable; type of occupation the student expects to have at age 30) seem to exhibit the Guttman effect [9] , falling in a horseshoe like pattern.
The first axis accounts for approximately 81% of the total inertia. The remaining eigenvalues die off slowly to zero, as can be seen in Figure 6 .3. Projecting the rows onto the first axis one can see that there is an ordering by education., from < HS to HS to 2 ? Y R, etc. Note that NA -Not Applicable, DC -Don't Care, and DK -Don't Know, fall into the middle range of the projections onto the first axis. The far right of the plot is rather cluttered and makes it difficult to distinguish point labels. Figure 6 .2 shows the zoomed in portion of the cluster of points on the far right in The projections of the columns on the first axis follow a similar pattern, in that jobs that require a lower level of education fall to the left while ones that require more education fall to the right.
It is also evident that jobs that require special types of schooling, that is Professional (P ROF), Teaching (T EACH), Craft Jobs (CRAF T), etc fall close to the relevant education type.
In the interest of clearing up the picture, we treat DC, DK, and NA as passive, as well as < HS due to its low row marginal. The second axis, although rather weak, also seems to suggest an ordering. Notice that jobs/education levels that require/provide a higher level of specific/technical training are towards the bottom of the second axis. For education level, V OC, PGRAD, CGRAD are lower than HS, 2 ? Y R, and 4 ? Y R in their second axis projection. For expected job at age 30, CRAFT, OPER, SERV , TECH, PROF, TEACH, and OWNER are lower in their second axis projection than PROT, HOME, MIL, LABOR, CLER, SALES, and FARM. This interpretation is somewhat debatable in that CLER and MIL, among others might be argued to be jobs that require a great deal of specialty training but again the second axis is somewhat weak in its contribution to the total inertia.
To get an idea of the distances between rows and column for the first dimension of the solution, one can look at the coordinates assigned to the rows and columns (see Figure 6 .5). Each point has an index corresponding to a (row; column) pair. The numerical ordering can be seen in Table   B1 . A clustering of the rows and columns can be seen, with more distinct clusters formed in the columns. Some rows are quantified so close that they cannot be recognized by selecting them. A zoom of the middle rows can be seen in Figure 6 .6. The columns are selected in Figure 6 .7 and the columns are numbered according to the ordering in Table B1 .
We turn our attention to the question of stability of our solution. The following Table shows a subset of the output for the first 2 dimensions of the original and the bootstrapped solution, for 20 replications. Judging from the bootstrap inertia means, the eigenvalues seem to be fairly stable. Total .18173
A nice graphical display of the bootstrap inertia points, along with the original inertia points can be seen in Figure 6 .8.
The bootstrapped solution points can be simultaneously plotted along with the original solution. This allows the inspection of the degree to which individual solution points are stable. This becomes impossible for a moderate number of categories and a moderate number of bootstrap replications as the points in the plots become totally indistinguishable (see Figure 6 .8).
A solution to this problem can be seen in the left panel of Figure 6 .9. Using the provided dialog, individual variables may be selected. When a given category is selected, all of the bootstrap solutions as well as the original solution for that category are shown. Other points are hidden from view. For example, we expect the bootstrapped solutions for the category < HS to be fairly unstable, since its original marginal frequency is rather low. This is case as seen in the right panel of Figure 6 .9. On the other hand, CGRAD taking up almost half of the total mass of the columns is expected to have a more stable bootstrap solution. This is also the case, as seen in Figure 6 .10. For this data set the variables SCHOOL, URBAN and GENDER were treated as passive. A two dimensional solution accounts for 10% and 7% of the total inertia respectively. The category points of the solution are displayed in Figure 6 .11. It can be seen that the amount of time spent on homework is associated with the scores received, for both subjects. More interestingly, there seems to be a clustering of students according to the same category levels. Thus, students that get high scores in mathematics and science tend to spend over 4 hours a week doing homework, while students that receive low scores tend not to allocate any time on homework. Similar findings hold for the other categories. The larger distance of points of categories 1 and 5 from the origin for all variables, as opposed to those of categories 2 to 4 is a result of their lower marginal frequencies (see Tables C1 and C2 ). Given the very large sample size, these results tend to confirm the stylized fact that scores are positively associated with the amount of time spent studying a subject. What about the effect of the background variables? Their category points are located around the origin, which implies that they do not exhibit any particular association with scores and time spent on homework. To get a better idea, a "zoom-in" display is shown in Figure 6 .11. It seems that students attending private schools are more prone to studying and consequently receive higher scores. On the other hand gender and the degree of urbanicity seem to play no role, as expected. The problem with MCA is that it does not provide information about individual profiles. That's why we turn our attention to an analysis of profiles (ANAPROF) in order to get a better understanding of the association of time spent studying and scores. 6.3. ANAPROF Application. We continue with the analysis of the previous data set after dropping the background variables, since they contributed very little. The category points are shown in Figure 6 .12, and they exhibit a very similar pattern (as expected) to the one derived from MCA. It is worth noting that in this case the first two axes account for 13% and 10% of the total inertia, respectively. The various profiles are shown in Figure 6 .12 and in more detail in Figure 6 .3. It can be seen that the profiles are arranged along a horseshoe (similar to the one exhibited by the category points), although the interior of the horseshoe is filled. This indicates that there are students with 'mixed' profiles, i.e. that spend a lot of time on homework and score poorly, and vice versa, students that score high and spend very little time studying. However, in the first two quadrants (top panel in Figure 6 .14) the majority of the students spends some time studying and scores satisfactorily, while in the other two there are students with 'mixed' profiles along with students that study a lot and score high, or do not study at all and score low. The variables used are F1S48A -how far the father wants the student to go in school. and F1S53B -type of occupation student expects to have at age 30. Finally, 78% of the students attended public schools and 22% private schools (including religious schools).
